
EPITOMITE PRODUCTIONS 

EP-021 Abacinate - Genesis 

300 in cases only 
The 3rd release from the New Jersey's Abacinate has been spewed forth and is ready to sonically pummel you. Genesis shows 

an even more mature effort than Runiation. The album has superb, tight production and offers the trademark Abacinate style 

and sound. Sadly this album reaches us right after the untimely death of new vocalist Jason Sica. Support NJ's hardest 

working band 

 

EP-020 Domination Through Impurity- Masochist 

600 cased/ 600 bulk available 
FINALLY what you have all been waiting for. The long awaited follow up to DTI's "Essence of Brutality" is finally 

here. "Masochist" offers a more mature effort from shredder Joe Payne (Divine Heresy, Ex-Nile, Ex- Lust Of Decay) and 

skinsman Jordan Varela (Ex-Lividity, Ex- Lust of Decay and countless others) 
A perfect blend of technicality and straightforward machine like brutality. Imagine blending NECROPHAGIST and AEON 

and you would be kinda close. A must have for technical and straight forward death metal freaks alike. 

 

 

EP-019 The Monolith Deathcult- The White Crematorium 2.0 

300 cases only 
Not just some basic re-issue... The band decided to totally RE-RECORD the album and also has added videos! It is absolutely 

amazing. If you have never heard THE MONOLITH DEATHCULT imagine early Nile and early Kataklysm brilliantly tossed 

together and maybe even more "brutal". After long wait we finally have it and are ready to serve this slab up to the brave! 
Metaluna Productions is proud to announce the launch of a minisite dedicated to its work for The Monolith Deathcult! The 

site, entitled The Monolith Videocult, features on a single web page both “Wrath of the Ba’ath” and “Masters of the Bryansk 

Forests” videoclips done by Metaluna Productions for that great avantgarde Death Metal band out of The Netherlands.  

 
Both video clips have been directed by Fabrice Lambot (director of “Dying God”, “Insanity” and “Le Sang du Châtiment”) 

and edited by Fabrice Loez (of S.u.P / Supuration). 

 

 

EP-018 Lividity- To Desecrate and Defile 

200 bulk only 

U.S. Porn Grind Masters have reached an all new level! The time is almost here for the latest blood-bath of insanity driven lust. 

 

EP-017 Viscera Trail- Humiliation Ridden Evisceration 

200 cased/ 500 bulk 
Israeli sickos, Viscera Trail have finally returned with the follow-up to "Piled Up Dead". HRE is a much more mature release 

(as mature as we can get dealing with gore and death) with more thought out parts and sick transitions. Definitely for fans of 

sick, brutal death/grind. Tons of blazing blasts, thick chunk spewing guitars, and more of the most inhumanly sick vocals you 

have ever heard. Fans of Devourment, Deaden, Malignancy, Fleshgrind... 

 

 

EP-016 Angerpath- Forgotten World 

100 bulk only 
Hailing from Poland, Angerpath unleashes a furious storm of technical fast paced to mid paced Death Metal. Imagine a 

perfect blend of the best elements of Vader, violently colliding with the brilliance of Behemoth. In their own words "heavy, 

dark, doom, painful death metal"- The album includes a professional video of the track "Human Is Left With Nothing"... 

Behold, the path to exquisite sickness!!! 

 

EP-015 IMPETIGO- Live Total Zombie Gore Holocaust 

100 cased/ 250 bulk 
The dead walk the earth again! With the fresh graves unearthed - the slaughtering assault of Impetigo Live at the Central 

Illinois Metal Fest has arrived. Every aspect of the flesh-peeling onslaught has been captured and recorded to present to you a 



one-time show of the undead masters at work. Class is in session, so take notes as Impetigo shows all the new-school how the 

old-school does it. Live - in your face - and brutal destruction - there is no way out of the pit this time. A must have for the true 

death metal audiophiles and a lesson in how it's done for our new breed of undead. 

 

EP-014 Dead For Days- Disassociated From Reality 

250 cased/375 bulk 
Insane grinding ferocity from the windy city, DEAD FOR DAYS return with their sophomore effort. Disassociate picks up 

miles from where they left off, with a much more mature effort. Fantastic productions fuels this aural assault and will leave 

you flattened as they crush you into oblivion. Imagine mixing the styles of Origin with grind masters Napalm Death. 

 

EP-013 Lividity- Til Only The Sick Remain -re-issue 

200 bulk only 
Finally after years of not being pressed, the third LIVIDITY album is back. Everything you have come to know LIVIDTY for 

is on display. 

 

EP-012 Lividity- Live Fornication 

300 bulk only 
A fantastic display of live butchery and debauchery including 2 shows, 2007's Central Illinois Metalfest as well as a set from 

the 2007 European Tour (Germany). 15 total tracks to get your groove to. A sweet layout that only a porn fanatic can love! 

ATTENTION PUSSY LOVERS!!! 

 

Ep-011 Abacinate- Ruination 

100 cased/ 300 bulk 
After a well received EP (split with God-Rot), New Jersey's ABACINATE come back out swinging, and these tracks are bound 

to connect. Thick, massive production to demonstrate superb songwriting and musician-ship. 

 

 

EP-010 Cardiac Arrest- Cadaverous Presence 

50 cased/300 bulk 
The Illinois gore masters return with the brutal follow-up to "Morgue Mutilations". A brutal slab of pummeling death laced 

with neck snapping blast beats. 

 

EP-009 Dismembered Fetus- Generation of Hate/Mutilated God 

300 cased/500 bulk 
Re-issue of the CO Shit/Grind Terrorist's album, Generation of Hate. Includes tracks from the Mutilated God release. 

Original Foetusgrubber art. WARNING: This is true grindcore. Not fancy or polished in any way shape or form. 31 tracks in 

all to destroy your enemies to!!! 

 

 

EP-008 Poolside At The Flamingo- This Will End Badly 

350 cased/200 bulk 
Colorado extremists Poolside At The Flamingo are here with a new slab of mental cruelty. 14 untamed tracks twisting and 

bending into fury. Poolside will easily sink its hooks into you with their varying blend of styles mixing from extreme spastik 

grind, sludge filled breakdowns, and memorable grooves. 

 

EP-007 Abacinate/God-Rot Split CD 

200 cased/300 bulk 
ABACINATE/GOD-ROT split CD. 11 outstanding technical, groove filled death metal with touches of grind to blast your 

senses! 
ABACINATE hailing from NJ are quickly making a name for themselves with tons of flavorful catchy riffs and vicious live 

performances. Abacinate takes the East Coast slam/death style to the next level. 
GOD-ROT from the NY area combine guitar riffing that will leave your mind melted, while blasting whats left of you into 



oblivion. A quite uniquely orchestrated and extremely alternative death metal trio hailing from Western New York. The styles 

that define god-rot are possibly too innumerable to distinguish. 

 

EP-006 Desecration- Process of Decay 

100 cased/ 200 bulk 
Welsh death metal three piece Desecration have been causing controversy since 1995 when their ‘Gore & Perversion’ album 

was infamously seized and incinerated by the police due to it’s offensive content. The band was told to “tone right down” or 

get out of the business altogether…. Neither of these things happened! 
Since then the band have gone from strength to strength with comprising an extensive catalog, and now the outstanding 

release PROCESS OF DECAY has been unleashed upon the world. 

 

EP-005 Black The Sky- Simplistic Mechanics of Deformable Bodies- SOLD OUT 

 

 

EP-004 Fully Consumed- Fully Consumed 

150 cased/ 200 bulk 
HAILING FROM OHIO, FULLY CONSUMED CAPTURE SHEER PURE BRUTALITY AND CRAZINESS. RIFFING 

THAT WILL LEAVE YOU WITH EQUATIONS IN YOUR HEAD UNDER BLASTING FURY. 
IF YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE NOW DEFUNCT TON, YOU WILL SURELY FALL RIGHT BACK INTO PLACE 

WITH THE MASSIVE HEAVINESS THAT WHICH IS FULLY CONSUMED!!! 

 

 

 

EP-003 Deaden - Displaying the Art of Carnage- SOLD OUT 

 

 

EP-002 Lividity- Used Abused and Left for Dead 

100 cased/ 375 bulk 
U.S. PORN/GORE GRINDERS ARE BACK AT IT. THEIR 5TH STUDIO EFFORT, USED, ABUSED, AND LEFT FOR 

DEAD, PROVES THAT THEY ARE BACK WITH A VENGEANCE. 
WITH A NEW LINE-UP, INCLUDING VON YOUNG OF DEADEN AND JORDAN VARELA OF LUST OF DECAY & 

DOMINATION THROUGH IMPURITY, LIVIDITY PROVE THAT THEY ARE OUT FOR COMPLETE DOMINATION. 

 

 

EP-001 Viscera Trail- Piled Up Dead- SOLD OUT 

 

ELITIST PRODUCTIONS- Division of Epitomite 

Elite-01- Symphony In Acrimony- Soul Celestial Saga ***NEW!!!! (Jordan Varela 

Solo project - Ex Lividity, Lust of Decay, and countless others!) 

300 cased/300 bulk 
New from our sub-label, Elitist Prods, we bring you the first release, Symphony In Acrimony. This is the brain child of Jordan 

Varela (Domination Through Impurity, Ex-Lust of Decay, Ex-Lividity). This is a massive slab of emotions coming in at 33 

minutes for 1 epic song. A twisted train wreck of beauty, brutality, speed and meditation all at once. Jordan has stepped it up 

and has done every single instrument/vocal duty on this release. A must for fans of Lykathea Aflame, Edge of Sanity, Kvist, 

Garden of Shadows, Third Moon, Enthral Etc. 

 

FOREVER UNDERGROUND RELEASES 

 

BEHEADED-Recounts of Disembodiment 

300 bulk only 
Highly technical, compelling and brutal compositions, with lower tuning compared to the material in the 



previous releases. Just like falling in love, loose your head with BEHEADED!!! 

 

 

BEYOND FATAL- The Demon Eulogy 

400 cased/300 bulk 
Intense and Brutal Death Metal is what´s offered on this second release by young US band BEYOND 

FATAL. This is no frills straight ahead Death Metal the way it should be played that´s extreme and hard 

hitting with growls from the depths of maggot filled caverns. They take most influence from the old school 

Death Metal days and fuse it with a bit of the more modern styles (DYING FETUS) for an excellent, well 

balanced release. Highly recommended for Death Metal purists. 

 

 

BLASTCORPS-GLORIFIED 

500 cased/500 bulk 

Legalize dismemberment! 9 songs of brutal American death metal! Enter the abyss of madness! 

 

BLOODTHRONE-SHIELD OF HATE 

200 cased/100 bulk 
Bloodthrone blows away their 1st release, "Storms of Apocalypse". SOH is a Black/Death, USBM cd that 

is fast, technical, and brutal from beginning to end. A great effort from Bloodthrone

BLOODTHRONE- STORM OF THE APOCALYPSE- SOLD OUT

 

CONVERGENCE FROM WITHIN-ONLY THE STRONG

100 cased/300 bulk

Awaken to the Eternal Black! Stop your delusions of grandeur.

CORPSEFUCKING ART- Splatter Deluxe

150 cased/ 1000 bulk
Comparisons have been made all over about these guys sounding like Mortician, and what do you know? 

They have covered Mortician songs in the past and one band member is even sporting a Mortician shirt on 

the inside sleeve picture. Despite the fact these guys do have a human drummer, and not a drum machine 

like Mortician does. Don't worry guys. (C.F.A the Influence has to come from somewhere). I will have to 

say that it is one of the better Mortician sounding bands that I have heard in a while.

 

DECRYPT-HOLY EROTIC RAPTURE

700 bulk only
Decrypt has a chance to become one of the leaders of grind-core movement.  Spastik breakneck riffing 

and amazing vocals. 

 

GORED-INCINERATE THE VANQUISHED

300 cased/500 bulk
Guttural vokills, sick Lyrics and patterns that make GORED Ultra Brutal death metal. GORED is here to 

do one thing - Brutalize. The weak will have no mercy and the strong will kneel before Gored's Wrath...

 

JASAD-WITNESS OF PERFECT TORTURE

800 bulk only
Jasad hail from Indonesia yet have a very American sounding style of brutality. Melding New York groove 

and technicality with Texas styled brutality Jasad will bring new respect to the Indonesian scene along with 

other great bands from the region such as Siksakabur. Indonesia is really turning out some good bands and 

Jasad is at the front of the pack.



 

LEUKORRHEA- Hatefucked and Tortured

300 bulk only
Leukorrhea's style is a hybrid of technical death/grind metal brutality. Their goals are to continue playing 

the music they like and play as many shows as they can.

 

 

 

 

 

MINDSNARE-The Noble Ancestry

350 cased only
MIND SNARE is an Italian explosion of violence and brutality, mixed with a satanic and blasphemous 

atmosphere. "FROM BLOOD TO DUST", is their new album that includes as bonus tracks the 

complete "Hegemony" CD.

 

MINDSNARE-FROM BLOOD TO DUST

400 cased only
Faster, technique, brutal and introspective, "THE NOBLE ANCESTRY" show the masses how to play 

Death Metal in a original and intelligent way. This is something unlike the usual, but brutal as hell... 

Hailing from the deep Underground, with no compromise! Ladies and gentlemen, no bullshit here, only 

100% Death Metal!

 

Mutilated- Devirginated Genital Pulp

375 bulk only
Death Metal with thematic Gore similar to bands like DISAVOWED, BRODEQUIN and something of 

CANNIBAL CORPSE and the first SUFFOCATION.

 

PAGANIZER-DEADBANGER / PROMOTING TOTAL DEATH/ DEAD 

UnBURIED / WARLUST  double CD

250 bulk only
After several discussions and brain storming session the decision was made jointly between FU Records 

and Rogga to release both albums on one CD. That idea eventually turned into a double CD release which 

would contain both Forever Underground releases as well as the out of print 'Deadbanger' CD which was 

released by the now defunct Psychic Scream Records and an unreleased MCD titled 'Warlust' All four of 

these albums are being released on a special double CD set. Overall this has to be one of the best values in 

a while as you will get the first four releases by this band for one price.

 

PUTRILAGE-Devouring The Gutted

200 bulk only
out of the ashes of a band named Carrion, former members, Llamar Vasquez - Guitar, Anthony Guerrero - 

Guitar, Chris Salazar - Drums, with the addition of Chris Herrera - Bass, & (ex-Maleficent vocalist) Aaron 

Mendiola formed a new band named Putrilage in the Seguin, Texasreminiscent of gorguts and suffo. this 

album is a must for the gore freaks.

 

PROPHECY-Our Domain

350 cased/375 bulk
"Our Domain" brings Prophecy worlwide attention. They have truly evolved over the years as musicians. 

This CD is much tighter, more technical, more brutal and has a much better production than anything they 

have ever done before. 

 

REPROBATION-The Colour of Gore 



250 bulk only 
Brutal gore death metal, good production, violent and technical. The first band to be signed to Forever 

Underground Records hail from Illinois. Reprobation's style ranges from slow chugging to fast paced 

riffs with ever changing song structures. With a dual vocal assault from ultra powerful guttural roars to 

high pitched screams combined with technical guitar work and drumming makes this a very catchy album 

without ever losing a shred of brutality. (9 skulls -S.O.D. Magazine-) 

 
 

 

SAPROGENIC-Ichneumonid 

400 cased/500 bulk 
Ichneumonid, Ichneumonid... the evil that lies within! From out of the fiery depths of the Earth - where 

nightmares begin! Saprogenic is a wicked maelstrom of hate and fury. The funeral has begun and it comes 

in the form of Ichneumonid... 

 

 

SCARS OF CHAOS-DAEMONIC ALCHEMY 

50 cased/ 300 bulk 
Fans of Symphonic Black Metal take note. This is a band that will make their mark in the underground. 

This is their first official release and is one of the better symphonic black metal albums I have heard in 

quite a while. Massive sound and production with freezing vocals layered over perfectly composed guitar 

riffing, amazing technical drumming and flawless keyboard accents make this album one of the best black 

metal releases of 2005. For Fans of Behmoth, 

 

VENEFICUM-ENIGMA PROGNOSIS 

400 bulk only 
Devoid of satanic and overused, occult references, Veneficum focus on more philosophic and scientific 

issues while keeping its musicial roots in symphonic blackness. Not as visually colorful as Limbonic Art or 

early Arcturus, Veneficum's keywork accents their black metal attack rather than gliding it along the astral 

plane. Veneficum set down a core sound of black metal that is basically Eurocentric, yet with their lyrics 

and visuals are able to successfully set them apart as an individual band with a unique perspective 

 
Review- Veneficum play great American Symphonic BM. Forget about Dimmu Borgir, etc. These guys 

don't utilize Satanic or Devil Demon based lyrical content that gets boring after awhile. After one listen, 

this cd is always the one I keep coming back to. Their vocalist, G. Reymond, adds Death/Black style and 

sounds a bit like Ihsahn of former group Emperor. One of the few great USBM bands around today, give 

them a listen. 

 

VENEFICUM- Dysphoria 

100 bulk only 
The album was produced, mixed, and mastered at Studio Black Aura (Antarktis's own home studio) and the 

band is very proud of the result. The sound of the band has evolved greatly and new textures are explored 

while remaining dark, cold, and mysterious. 
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